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QUESTION: 45 
What is the name of the Check Point cloud-driven Knowledgebase? 

A. ThreatSpect 
B. ThreatCloud 
C. ThreatWiki 
D. ThreatEmulator 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 46 
Bots and viruses appear as in the reporting blade. 

A. Threats 
B. Incidents 
C. Malware 
D. Infections 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 47 
What advantage does the Recommended_Profile provide over the 
Default_Protection profile? 

A. Reduced server load 
B. Accelerated throughput 
C. Advanced reporting options 
D. Higher security posture 

Answer: D 



QUESTION: 48 
The Threat Prevention software blade: 
 
 
A. Is configured in one unified policy for Anti-Bot and Anti-virus functions and 
uses the same threat repository. 
B. Can only be deployed as part of SensorNET. 
C. Is a free function that does not require additional licensing. 
D. Can only be deployed on a Security Gateway running GAiA. 
 
 
Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION: 49 
Which TCP ports allow LDAP users to communicate with the Account Unit? 
 
 
A. 689 clear, or 336 encrypted 
B. 636 clear, or 389 encrypted 
C. 336 clear, or 689 encrypted 
D. 389 clear, or 636 encrypted 
 
 
Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION: 50 
IPS can assist in the discovery of unknown buffer overflow attacks without any pre-
defined signatures. 
 
 
A. False, only the Threat Emulator blade can discover unknown attacks. 
B. True, if Zero-Day vulnerability is enabled. 
C. False, IPS needs predefined signatures for all functions. 
D. True, if Malicious Code Protector is enabled in IPS. 
 
 
Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION: 51 
When pushing the Threat Prevention policy, which of the following blades will 
NOT get updated? 
 
 



A. IPS 
B. Threat Emulation 
C. Anti-Bot 
D. Anti-Virus 
 
 
Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION: 52 
Check Point’s IPS blade provides two pre-defined profiles. Which of the following 
definitions are correct? 
 
 
A. Default_Protection: Provides excellent performance with a sufficient level of 
protection. Recommended_Protection: Provides the best security with a sufficient 
level of performance 
B. Default_Protection: Provides tracking only for troubleshooting purposes and 
evaluation prior to full implementation. 
Recommended_Protection: Provides excellent performance with a sufficient level 
of protection. 
C. Default_Protection: Provides the best security with a sufficient level of 
performance. Recommended_Protection: Provides excellent performance with a 
sufficient level of protection. 
D. Default_Protection: Is an uneditable profile that prevents all IPS related traffic. 
Recommended_Protection: Provides excellent performance, flexibility to customize 
protections and actions, with a sufficient level of protection. 
 
 
Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION: 53 
You just enabled the IPS blade, and have downloaded the latest signature updates. 
You created a custom profile but you are concerned that if you push a policy it 
might start dropping existing connections. What should you do? 
 
 
A. Use the recommend Protection profile instead 
B. Edit your custom profile and select Detect-only for Troubleshooting mode 
C. Edit your custom profile and enable Bypass under load 
D. Use the Default protection profile instead 
 
 
Answer: B 
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